Chicago Stop Smoking Research Project (C-Stop)

Directions From Wyler’s Children Hospital Entrance
1) Park in parking garage, exit on ground floor, cross Maryland Ave, enter through revolving door at Wyler’s Children’s Hospital Entrance
2) Tell the security officer that you are participating in a research study conducted by Dr. Andrea King (Room M360, phone number 4-8654)
3) Walk straight through the C-Corridor (yellow painted hallway to immediate right of security desk)
4) Continue Through C-Corridor, D-Corridor, and M-Corridor (see map, below)
5) Take the P-WEST Elevator (on your right) to the 3rd Floor
6) Exit the elevator and turn LEFT
7) Take another immediate LEFT to the M-Corridor
8) Walk down the M-Corridor to M360 (C-Stop’s Main Offices)